Abstract. We give Chung-Teicher type conditions for the SLLN in general Banach spaces under the assumption that the weak law of large numbers holds. An example is provided showing that these conditions can hold when some earlier known conditions fail.
Let (Ꮾ, ) be a real, separable Banach space. A strongly measurable mapping X from a probability space (Ω, Ᏺ, ᏼ) into Ꮾ is said to be a random element.
If E X < ∞, then the expectation EX is defined by the Bochner integral. Strong laws of large numbers (SLLN) for random elements, i.e., (X 1 +···+X n )/n → 0 a.s., n → ∞, were investigated by Mourier [14] , Fortet and Mourier [8] , Beck [3] , Beck and Giesy [4] , Hoffman-Jørgensen and Pisier [10] , Heinkel [9] , Taylor [17] , Woyczyński [19] , and Adler, Rosalsky, and Taylor [1] . Their efforts have concentrated on a complete characterization of all those Banach spaces in which the SLLN holds under conditions of classical probability theory or on finding conditions on the random elements which ensure the SLLN. It is known (Woyczyński [19] ) that in certain Banach spaces the Chung's condition (Chung [7] ) implies the SLLN for a sequence of independent random elements.
Some handy conditions for the SLLN in Banach spaces were given by Kuelbs and Zinn [13] and by Alt [2] .
Extensions of the Chung-Teicher type conditions (cf. Chung [7] , Teicher [18] , Chow and Teicher [6] ) for the SLLN for sequences of independent random elements in Hilbert space were found by Szynal and Kuczmaszewska [16] , Choi and Sung [5] , and Sung [15] .
The aim of our paper is to give conditions for the SLLN in Banach spaces which can be applied in more general cases than those of Choi and Sung [5] , Sung [15] , Adler, Rosalsky, and Taylor [1] and Kuczmaszewska and Szynal [12] . We present also an example showing that these conditions can be applied when some earlier known conditions fail. We make use of the following lemmas.
Lemma 1 (cf. Yurinskii [20] ). Let X 1 ,X 2 ,...,X n be independent Ꮾ-valued random elements with E X i < ∞, i = 1, 2,...,n. Let Ᏺ k be σ -field generated by (X 1 ,X 2 ,...,X k ), k = 1, 2,...,n and let
Lemma 2 (cf. Choi and Sung [5] ). Let {X n , n ≥ 1} be a sequence of independent, Ꮾ-valued random elements. Then
if and only if
Let a function φ : R → R + be nonnegative, even, continuous and nondecreasing on
Theorem 3. Let {X n , n ≥ 1} be a sequence of independent Ꮾ-valued random elements. Suppose that in the case (a) for some p,
∞ n=1 P ( X n ≥ a n ) < ∞, for some sequence {a n , n ≥ 1} of positive numbers such that
and (C) is satisfied for some sequence {a n , n ≥ 1} of positive numbers such that
where
Proof. Suppose that (4) holds. Let r ≥ 1. We note that
where we put r = p in the case (a) and r = 1 in the case (b). Hence {X n , n ≥ 1} and {X n , n ≥ 1} are equivalent. Therefore, by (4), we have
Write
Define
Now we prove that E S * n /n → 0, n → ∞. Using (9) and Lemma 1, we get
Hence in the case (a) by (B), we get
while in the case (b) by (B 1 )
Therefore, in the case (a) and (b) we have
Thus we conclude, from S * n /n P → 0, n → ∞, and (14), that
Now we are going to prove that S * n /n → 0 a.s., n → ∞. By Lemma 2 it is enough to prove that S *
Taking into account the identity
we see that
Now, put
Then by Chebyshev's inequality, equation (9) and Lemma 1, we have
Hence we see that in the case (a) under the assumptions (C) and (D) we have
Similarly, in the case (b) under the assumptions (C) and (D 1 ) we lead to
Therefore, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, we state that
Now, note that in the case (a) the assumption (B) implies
Similarly, in the case (b), by B 1 , we get
Therefore, in the case (a) and (b), we obtain
Using the assumption (C), we get
which proves in the end that
Now we see that Y n,i i−1 j=1 Y n,j , 2 ≤ i ≤ n is a martingale difference for fixed n. Therefore, in the case (a), after using Chebyshev's inequality, (9) , and Lemma 1,
Similarly, in the case (b), we have
Now using the Borel-Cantelli lemma we obtain
Thus by (15) and (18) we see that
so we have
But {X n , n ≥ 1} and {X n , n ≥ 1} are equivalent, so that
which completes to proof of Theorem 3.
Theorem 3 generalizes results of [2, 5, 10] . Before giving an example showing that the presented conditions under which WLLN is equivalent to the SLLN can be applied when some earlier known ones fail we quote the following results in this subject.
Theorem 4 [13] . Let {X n , n ≥ 1} be a sequence of independent Ꮾ-valued random variables such that
Then

S n n P → 0 if and only if
Theorem 5 [13] . Let {X n , n ≥ 1} be a sequence of independent Ꮾ-valued random variables such that (a) |X j | ≤ M j /LLj for some constant M < ∞, where LLj = log(log(j ∨ e e )), and
Theorem 6 [15] . Let {X n , n ≥ 1} be a sequence of independent B-valued random variables, and let {a n } and {b n } be constants that 0 < b n . Suppose that
Then S n /b n P → 0, if and only if S n /b n →0 a.s., n → ∞.
and let e n denotes the element having 1 for its nth coordinate and 0 in the other coordinates.
Assume that {ξ n , n ≥ 1} is a sequence of independent random variables such that
j ≥ 1, 0 < δ < 1, and define X n = ξ n e n . We see that
Moreover, we note that the condition (a) of Theorem 5 (see [13] ) is not satisfied. Therefore neither Theorem 4 nor Theorem 5 can be applied in this case. Now we state that the series (i) with φ(x) = |x| 1+δ , 0 < δ < 1, b n = n and a n = n/LLn in Theorem 6 (see [15] ) can be written in the form
Thus we cannot also use Theorem 6. But we can show that the assumptions of Theorem 3 are fulfiled as
Now it is enough to see that (4) holds. Taking into account that
we need only to verify that
Using Chebyshev's inequality and the fact that l 2 is a space of the type 2, we have
which completes the proof that 
and in the case (b) additionally
Proof. It is enough to show that the condition
implies
Indeed in the case (a) we have
while in the case (b),
Corollary 9. Let {X n , n ≥ 1} be a sequence of independent Ꮾ-valued random elements. If
for some sequence {a n , n ≥ 1} of positive numbers with
To prove the above-given assertion it is enough to use in the case (b) of the Theorem 3 the function φ(x) = x 2 .
Corollary 10. Let {X n , n ≥ 1} be a sequence of independent random elements in a Banach space of Ᏻ α , 0 < α ≤ 1 [12] . 
Proof. It is enough to show that (4) holds. Indeed in the case (a), we get
and in the case (b), we have
But{X n , n ≥ 1} and {X n , n ≥ 1} are equivalent, therefore we have (4) which completes the proof of Corollary 10. Now we give a generalization of Theorem 3 replacing the condition (A) or (A 1 ) by less restrictive ones.
We need the following lemma (see [6, page 329]).
where c k is a generic designation for a finite linear combination (coefficients independent of n) of terms
Using this lemma we can prove the following result.
Theorem 12. Let {X n , n ≥ 1} be a sequence of independent Ꮾ-valued random elements. Suppose that in the case (a) for some p, 1 < p ≤ 2, 
(B) and (C)-(D) are satisfied, or the case (b) for some
Now note that, for h i ≥ 2, 
To prove (66) it is enough to see that in the case (a) 
